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ABSTRACT 

Writing is considered to be difficult skill to be mastered by EFL/ESL learners, and it leads 

them to make mistakes and error when they have to convey their ideas from their own language 

to the target language. Thepurpose of this research was todescribe types of feedback given by the 

teacher and students’ perspective toward teachers’ written corrective feedback in their writing. 

The present study refers toEllis’ model (2009) of corrective feedback which consists of direct 

feedback, indirect feedback, metalinguistic, focus of feedback, electronic feedback, and 

reformulation feedback. The data of this research were students’ paragraph written by second 

semester English students in Jambi University academic year 2016/2017. The total participant 

selected was 12 students who enrolled in paragraph writing course.Each of students wrote two 

pieces of writing. Their writings were taken to be analyzed in order to find types of teachers’ 

corrective feedback which can be found in their writing.Furthermore, there were six out of 12 

students randomly selected to be interviewed to discover students’ perspective of the given 

feedback. By using descriptive qualitative, the findings shows that three types of Ellis’ model 

(2009) were found: indirect feedback; direct feedback; and metalinguistic feedback. In addition, 

three themes are classified after havinginterviewed the students: (1) students’ positive responses 

of having feedback; (2) students’ confusion towards the given feedback; and (3) students’ 

preferred feedback. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Background 

 Writing is an activity to put and construct some ideas or opinions onto paper. In learning 

a language, writing is one of skills that considered difficult for language students. Some 

researchers have argued that writing can be experienced as one of the most difficult of all skills, 

requiring an intricate combination of neurological,physical, cognitive, and affective 

competencies (Murray et.al, 2006). In addition, according to Richards and Renandya (2002, cited 

in Ghasemi, 2013) most of the ESL or EFL students find it difficult to both formulate and 
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organize their ideas, and translate their ideas into a comprehensible text. In other words, students 

find it difficult to convey their ideas into English and it can be caused by different rules and 

structure between their nativelanguageto the target language. Hmouma (2014) stated that wrong 

and inappropriate learners, sentences may be in regard to the target language  system, they are 

grammatical in their own terms, since they are a product of the learners’ own language system. 

Therefore, the wrong usage of structures can lead students to make a mistakes and error.Even 

though it could be considered as the indicator that learning is taking place; however this kind of 

condition should not be allowed to happen continuously. The teacher should acknowledge where 

the students make the most error to give the appropriate technique.  

 Teachers provide feedback on student writing to support students’ writingdevelopment 

and nurture their confidence as writers. Ur (1996) stated that feedback as information that is 

given to the learner about his or her performance of the learning task, usually with the objective 

of improving their performance. Teacher feedbackoften takes the form of written comments on 

their final graded compositions.Received by students at the end of their writing process, these 

comments rarelyhave as great an impact on students’ writing development as teachers 

intend.Students generally feel that they have finished working on the writing whenthey hand it in 

for a grade. While praise and high grades may instill greaterconfidence in some students’ 

abilities as writers, few students are interestedin incorporating feedback to improve compositions 

for which they’ve alreadyreceived grades.  

 Srichanyachon(2012) stated that feedback is an essential component of any English 

language writing course. Teachers can determine the content of the feedback by considering the 

elementsof the writing that are strong or that need more work.It is important to identifypositive 

features of the writing. Although students have indicated that theydo not always find positive 

comments helpful to improve their writing, theyappreciate receiving praise to nurture their 

confidence as writers and theirmotivation to write. Giving feedback is essential in order to help 

students to improve their writing pieces as it will provide the students the important details about 

the course content, and assessments.  

 According to Brookhart (2008), there are three modes used as strategy in giving the 

feedback, (1) oral feedback, (2) written feedback, and (3) visual or demonstration. Verbal or 

written feedback can be a powerful teaching tool if it is given while students are in the process of 



writing drafts. Comments on drafts of writing provide students with timely information about the 

clarity and impact of their writing. When students receive feedback while they are writing, they 

are more inclined to use it to revise and edit their drafts than they would be if they received the 

suggestions on a graded, polished copy. They also have an immediate opportunity to try out the 

suggestions in their writing, allowingfor meaningful application of what they have learned from 

the feedback. 

2. Research Question 

` To achieve the purpose of this study, the research question will be formulated as follow:  

1. What types of feedback are provided by the teacher on students’ writing in English study 

program at Jambi university? 

2. What are students’ opinion towards the given feedbacks?  

3. Objective of The Research 

 Based on   the problem, this study aims to describe types of feedback given by the 

teacher and students’ perspective toward teachers’ written corrective feedback in their 

writing. 

4. Significance of The Research 

The significance of this study is expected, for the students, it can be used as an additional 

reference and knowledge to improve their quality in writing. For the English lecturers, it 

can be used as an additional reference to design better teaching material and to help 

teacher to provide effective feedback in order to improve students’ writing quality. For 

the other researchers, it can be used as an additional knowledge in doingfurther research 

on written corrective feedback. 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

1. Feedback 



 Feedback has long been regarded as essential for the development of second language 

(L2) writing skills, both for its potential for learning and for student motivation. Based on Hattie 

and Timperley’s (2007) , feedback can be defined as “information provided by an agent with 

respect to one’s performance or understanding” . Brookhart( 2008) stated that feedback matches 

specific descriptions and suggestions with a particular student’s work. It means that in providing 

feedback for students, teachers need to be specific in describing the error. In teaching, feedback 

should provide information specifically relating to the learning process in order to assist learners 

in understanding what they learn and what they have learned.  

 Feedback can be very powerful if the teacher does it well. Giving good feedback is one of 

the skills that the teachers need to master as part of good formative assessment. Good feedback 

gives students some information that they need, so they can understand where they are in their 

learning and what they need to do next. When students feel and think that they understand what 

to do, why, and how to fix it, they will try to improve  themselves. In other words, they motivate 

themselves to develop their ability. By deciding on a specific type of feedback, a writing teacher 

can put emphasis on form, content, discourse, punctuation, or any other language item in 

isolation or in combination with multiple aspects. In a writing classroom context, Seker and 

Dincer (2014) stated that “feedback has a vital role serving multidimensional function.  

 In addition to assessment purposes, it has a larger pedagogical role by pointing forward to 

other texts students will write, assisting students to work out the text’s potential and to 

comprehend the writing context, and providing a sense of audience and an understanding of the 

expectations of the communities they are writing for (Hyland & Hyland, 2006).In language 

learning and teaching, there is corrective feedback. It contains some types of feedback which can 

be provided to students. Corrective feedbacks are needed when students make errors in learning. 

According to Corder (1967) errors in the teaching perspective indicate information about what 

learners still need to learn. Written corrective feedback refers to various ways that reader can 

respond by indicating that some usage in the writing does not conform to the norms of the target 

language. Written corrective feedback can be provided by any reader, such as peers or friends, 

but is generally provided by instructors in most language classrooms. In addition, oral corrective 

feedback indicates corrections to repair ill forms of linguistic units used for speaking. Corrective 

feedback is given by the teachers when the students use the target language incorrectly. 



2. Corrective Feedback 

 Corrective feedback is a frequent practice in the field of education and in learning 

generally. Corrective feedback is an area that links the concerns of teachers and SLA researchers. 

Teachers tend to be focused on whether or not to correct the learners’ errors and when and how 

to correct the errors. According to Corder (1967) errors in the teaching perspective indicate 

information about what learners still need to learn.It typically involves a student receiving either 

formal or informal feedback on his or her performance on various tasks by a teacher or peer(s). 

Corrective feedback usually relates to linguistic aspect of writing. Corrective feedbacks are 

needed when students make errors in learning. Written corrective feedback refers to various 

ways that reader can respond by indicating that some usage in the writing does not conform to 

the norms of the target language. Written corrective feedback can be provided by any reader, 

such as peers or friends, but is generally provided by instructors in most language classrooms. In 

addition, oral corrective feedback indicates corrections to repair ill forms of linguistic units used 

for speaking. Corrective feedback is given by the teachers when the students use the target 

language incorrectly. 

 Based on Lightbown and Spada (1994), there are two ways to provide the corrective 

feedback: (1) explicit corrective feedbackthat is language teacher interrupts student’s utterance 

by giving metalinguistic explanation, and (2) implicit corrective feedback that is language 

teacher interrupts student’s utterance by giving some language input with no metalinguistic 

explanation. In other occasion, according to Lyster and Ranta( 1997 ) there are six types of 

corrective feedback. They are explicit correction, recasts, clarification request, metalinguistic 

feedback, elicitation, and repetition. However, as stated by Ellis (2009) there are also six types of 

corrective feedback. They are direct feedback, indirect feedback, metalinguistic feedback, the 

focus of feedback, electronic feedback and reformulation. 

3. Corrective Feedback Classification 

 Some experts classify feedback into some types. Ellis ( 2009) found six types of 

corrective feedback in classroom. Types of feedback found by Ellis are usually used in 

correcting writing task. Whereas, Lyster and Ranta( 1997 ) also propose six types of 



corrective feedback used in classroom which usually use in giving oral feedback. For 

this study, the researcher will use Ellis’s model in analyzing the data. 

  Ellis’s model (2009) has six types of strategies in providing corrective feedback, they 

are:  

1) Direct corrective feedback is when the teacher provides the student with the 

correct form.  

Example :A dog stole (a) bone from (a) butcher. He escaped with having (the) bone. 

When the dog was going  (over) (a) bridge over  (a) river he  (saw a) dog in the river. 

 

2) Indirect corrective feedback is when the teacher indicates that an error exists but 

does not provide the correction.  

Example :A dog stole X bone from X butcher. He escaped with XhavingX X bone. When 

the dog was going XthroughX X bridge over XtheX river he found X dog in the river. 

X = missing word 

X __X = wrong word 

3) Metalinguistic feedback is when the teacher provides some kind of metalinguistic 

clue as to the nature of the error.  

Example : 

1.art.            art.                  WWart. 

A dog stole bone from butcher. He escaped with having bone. When the dog was 

prep.art. art. 

going through bridge over the river he found dog in the river. 

2. Art. x 3;WW = A dog stole bone from butcher. He escaped with having bone. 



Prep.; art.=  When the dog was going through bridge over the river he 

Art. =  found dog in the river. 

3.(1) (2)                       (3) 

A dog stole bone from butcher. He escaped with having bone. When the dog was 

 (4)(5) (6) 

going through bridge over the river he found dog in the river. 

Explanation:  

(1), (2), (5), and (6)—you need ‘a’ before the noun when a person or thing is 

mentioned 

for the first time. 

(3)—you need ‘the’ before the noun when the person or thing has been mentioned 

previously. 

(4)—you need ‘over’ when you go across the surface of something; you use ‘through’ 

when you go inside something (e.g. ‘go through the forest’). 

 

4) The focus of the feedback means that this feedback concerns whether the teacher 

attempts to correct all (or most) of the students’ errors or selects one or two 

specific types of error to correct. This feedback has divided into two types, a) 

unfocused corrective feedback and b) focused corrective feedback.  

5) Electronic feedback is when the teacher indicates an error and provides a 

hyperlink to a concordance file that provides examples of correct usage. It 

Includes feedback given to students about their work via email, feedback given in 

the form of electronic notes on essays/projects/folios or other, via blogs and/or 

wikis, and via online games/activities. 



6) Reformulation means reworking of the students’ entire text to make the language 

seem as native-like as possible while keeping the content of the original intact. 

 

Example :Original version: As he was jogging, his tammy was shaked. 

Reformulation: As he was jogging, his tummy was shaking. 

tummy shaking 

Error correction: As he was jogging his was . 

METHODOLOGY 

 This study used qualitative design, specifically a descriptive qualitative study. This study 

took place in English Study Program at Jambi University. In particular, the researcher chose 

second semester students of English Study Program at Jambi University. The researcher chose 

second semester students because they took Paragraph Writing subject at that semester.  

 There were four classes of Paragraph Writing class. However, the researcher only choose 

students of mandiri class I as the participants of this study.Purposive sampling was used to select 

the sample. There were 12 out of 17 students who were chosen and six out of them were 

interviewed. These six students were chosen based on their writing scores. The researcher 

choosesEnglish study program students because this study focused on teachers’ corrective 

feedback on students writing and English study program has a subject which focused on writing. 

 There were two types of data for this study. They were writing sample and verbal 

response. Both were considered as qualitative data which were treated qualitatively. In this study, 

the researcher used students’ writingdraft as the first data. For the first data, the researcher used 

document collection as the type of data. One important qualification of the document was it 

should have received written feedback from the teacher. The second data was students’ verbal 

response which was taken from interview section. 

 Since there were two types of data, two technique of data collection were implemented in 

this study. For the first type of data, the researcher used document collection technique. The 



researcher collected 2 students’ writing from each of the participants. There were totally 24 

samples from 12 participants. To collect the first data, the researcher was helped by the lecturer 

of paragraph writing class. 

 The second type of data was participants’ verbal responses collected through interview. 

The interview was takenafter their feedback was compiled from written drafts. The researcher 

used an interview protocol as the instrument of interview (see appendix 2). Each interview lasted 

between 5 to 10 minutes. The interview was taken in Indonesian.  

 The first data was analyzed by using textual analysis. The researcher classify types of 

feedback based on Ellis’(2009) model and give initial codes for each type of feedback. The 

second data was analyzed by using thematic analysis by Brawn and Clarke (2006). The 

researcher analyzed the data from the transcription and got three themes for students’ perspective 

toward the given feedback. 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

1. Students’ writing 

Table 1.types of students’ corrective feedback in their writing 

Names 

 

Writing 1 Writing 2 

D I M F E RF D I M F E RF 

Student 1 - 11 - - - - - 5 - - - - 

Student 2 - 4 - - - - - 1 - - - - 

Student 3 - 4 - - - - - 3 - - - - 

Student 4 - 1 - - - - - 3 - - - - 

Student 5 - 3 - - - - - 3 2 - - - 

Student 6 1 3 - - - - - 8 - - - - 

Student 7 - 6 - - - - - 6 - - - - 

Student 8 - 6 - - - - - 5 - - - - 

Student 9 1 2 - - - - - 2 - - - - 



 

 

 

 

 From six types proposed by Ellis’ (2009) model, the researcher found three out of six 

types in the students writing. From students’ writings, there are two ways of corrective feedback 

given by the teacher as follow: 

a. Circling 

One of teacher’s ways when indicating students’ errors is by circling some words as 

examples bellow.  

 

 

The teacher left some marks by circling in order to let students know where they made 

mistake in some words in a sentence. 

b. Underlining 

The other way is by underlining the error.By underlining a sentence or some words, the 

teacher tries to indicate there is something error in that sentence that need to be corrected. 

 

 

 

Direct feedback 

 Direct corrective feedback is when the teacher provides the students with the correct form 

(Ellis, 2009). Unlike indirect feedback, the occurrence of direct feedback is only found less in 

students’ writing. The example of direct feedback can be seen as follow: 

 

 

 

In this example, the teacher left a mark in the last sentence and also corrected the sentence 

by writing an article ‘a’ which is missing in the sentence (student 6, writing 1). The way the 

Student 10 1 1 - - - - - 4 - - - - 

Student 11 - 2 - - - - - 3 - - - - 

Student 12 - 5 - - - - - 1 - - - - 

Total 3 48      44 2    



teacher corrects the sentence is categorized as direct feedback as teacher provides students with 

the correct form of the sentence. 

Another example of direct feedback which is found in students’ writing can be seen as 

follow: 

 

 

 

In this example, the teacher circles the error in the word ‘eye’ (student 9, writing 1). When it 

comes to describe physical appearances of a person, the word ‘eye’ should be in plural form. 

Therefore, the teacher circled the words and added a missing letter ‘s’ to show plural noun in the 

word ‘eyes’.  

Metalinguistic 

Metalinguistic feedback is when the teacher provides some kind of metalinguistic clue as 

to the nature of the error (Ellis, 2009). In other words, the teacher gives clue to refer what kind of 

error that students make. Similar with direct feedback, metalinguistic feedback is only found less 

in students’ writing. 

One example of metalinguistic feedback found in students’ writing can be seen as follow: 

 

 

 

The teacher left some marks and wrote ‘Art’ which stands for article as clue for students 

that something is missing in that sentence (students 5, writing 2). It means that, the student 

should  insert an article (an, a, or the) in that sentence in order to make a good sentence. 

2. Students’ perspectives of their feedback correction 

There were six out of 12 students interviewed in order to discover students’ view of 

corrective feedback given by teacher in their writing. Some themes are classified based on 

students’ opinions which consist of students’ positive responses of having feedback, students’ 

confusion towards the given feedback, and students’ preferred feedback. 



a. Students’ positive responses of having feedback 

Students found it useful to have feedback in their writing. All interviewed students agree 

that the corrective feedback given by the teacher was really helpful. Students found feedback 

was very useful because it can show them what their mistakes or something that they miss from 

their writing. 

Respondent  1 : sangatbermanfaat….karena ….. kitalebihtahu….. 

tentangapasajakesalahan-kesalahandidalamtugastersebut. [Interviewee 1: 

very useful… because….we know more…. about what mistakes or errors in 

our task.]. 

Respondent 3: sangatbermanfaat … karenapengoreksianitu bias 

membuattugaskitalebihdiperbaikilagimenjaditugas yang lebihbagus, 

lebihefektif.[Interviewee 3: very beneficial … because that correction can help 

us to improve our task, so it can be better and effective.]. 

Respondent 6 

:yasangatbermanfaatjikadosentidakmengoreksikitatidaktahudimanaletakkesal

ahannyakita. [Interviewee 6: yes it is useful when a lecturer doesn’t give a 

feedback, we don’t know where our mistakes are]. 

Furthermore,they also stated that the feedback is really helpful to improve their writing in 

the future. When they have some correction in their writing, theycouldlearn more toimprove their 

writing performance in the futureand stop them not to do the same mistakes again. 

Respondent 2 

:iyamenurutsayasangatmembantukarenakitadapatmengetahuiapa yang 

salahdanapa yang kurang, dari situ kitadapatbelajarlebihgiatlagi.[Interviewee 

2: yes I think it is very helpful because we can get to know what is wrong and 

what is lack, so that we can learn more]. 

Respondent 4: yasangatmemberimanfaatkak, 

karenauntukkebaikantugasselanjutnyajadikalausetiapsayamenulisitudiberitah

ukesalahansaya, 



diberikankoreksisepertiitupastikedepannyasayatidakakanmengulangikesalaha

nitulagidanakanlebihmemperbaikitugassaya. [Interviewee 4: it(the feedback) 

gives so much help, because for the improvement of my next task so whenever 

I write, and they let me know what mistake that I make, getting that feedback 

make me will not make mistakes again, and will better in doing my task]. 

b. Students’ confusion towardsthe given feedback 

Even though all students agree that corrective feedback is useful and helpful to improve 

their writing. However, sometimes they are confused with feedback that they get.  

Respondent 4 

:kalaudiatidakmemberikanketerangansalahnyadimanamungkinsayaakanbingun

g, karenajikahanyadibulatinsayatidaktahuharusmemperbaikinyasepertiapa. 

[Interviewee 4: if it is not given the explanation maybe I will get confused, 

because if it is only circled I don’t know what it should be corrected]. 

Respondent 5: e… kalauCumadikasihbulatansepertiitukakbikinbingung. 

….karnagaktahusalahnyaapa. 

Kalaumisalnyakandikasihtandaatautulisanataucatatankecildiatasnyamungkin 

e..lebihmengertiapasalahnya. [Interviewee 5: e… if is just given circle (mark) 

like that, it will be confusing… because I don’t know what is the mistake. If is 

given mark or footnote maybe …e… I will get the idea what kind of error is]. 

One type of corrective feedback found in students’ writing was mostly indirect feedback 

in which the lecturers just give some marks to the error without explaining whatthe errors are. 

Therefore, students sometimes are confused to interpret what the error refers to.Almost students 

said that they get unclear information and confused what should be improved when they get 

indirect feedback from the teacher. 

One of the students also stated that it is not effective to have only the marked feedback 

with no explanation because students could not get clear idea of what the mistake is. 



 Respondent 2 :menurutsaya, itukurangefektifkarenakitatidaktahuapa yang 

salahjikaituhanyadibulatbulatkansaja. [Interviewee 2: I think, it is quite effective 

because we don’t know what is wrong if it is just circled]. 

Respondent 3: menurutsayainikurang…, kurangjelaskak, 

karenadisinicumadiberigarisdanbulatanjadikitatidaktahuapakahbulatanini, apa 

yang dimaksuddenganbulatandanapa yang dimaksuddengangarissepertiini. 

[Interviewee 3: I think it is less, less clear, because here it is just circled and 

underlined so we don’t know what is the circle and what is the meaning of the 

underlined (words) like that]. 

Because of unclear information of the feedback, it make the feedback is not completely 

helpful for students because students could not catch the idea of the things that they have to 

correct. 

c. Students’ preferred feedback 

All interviewed students agreed that corrective feedback from teacher is really helpful to 

improve their writing. However, they have different opinions on how that feedback should be 

given. 

Some feedback given by the teacher sometimes are not clearly stated what should be 

corrected or revised. Therefore, it sometimes leads students to not get the meaning of feedback 

itself. Some students prefer to have face to face correction with the teacher so they can clearly 

understand what they should correct in their writing. 

Respondent 1 :oo.. dijelaskansecara face to face. emm.. 

terusdijelaskankembaliataucontoh-contohnya. Yadijelaskankembali, itusaja 

kaka.[Interviewee 1: oo.. it (feedback) is explaine by face to face, mmm, then it is 

reexplained with some examples. Yes, just reexplaned]. 

Respondent 2 :emmm…dijelaskansecaralangsung agar kita tau yang salahdan 

yang benar. Saya rasa itu.bertatapmuka.{diam} dilingkarinterusdijelasinmana 

yang salahmana yang benar. Yaitu yang lebihsayasukadanitumenurutsayaefektif. 

[Interviewee 2: emmm..it is explained directly so we know what or wrong and 



right, I guess so. Face to face. (silent) it is okat to be circled but then it should be 

explained what is wrong and right. Yes. I prefer that way and I think it is more 

effective]. 

Other students feel fine when the teacher gives some marks (feedback) in their writing. 

However it should be with clear information and explanation what should be corrected so they 

know what they should do. 

Respondent 4: 

mungkindenganbulatansepertiitutapidibawahnyadiberikanpenjelasantentangkesal

ahanitu, dansayalebihberharap guru memberikan yang benarnya, versi yang 

benardarikesalahansaya,kak. [Interviewee 4: maybe with circle like that but in 

the bellow (of the text) that should be given an explanation what the error is, and 

I do hope that the teacher give the correct version of my error]. 

Respondent 5: kalausayalebihsukamisalnyadikasihbulatansepertitadigak papa 

kak, 

tapidikasihjugaketeranganmisalnyaapatandakesalahannyalaludikasihcatatan, 

sepertiitu. [Interviewee 5: if I like more, for example, it is circle just like that, that 

is okay, but also provided an explanation such as giving a note, like that]. 

Respondent6 :e… yang lebihsayasukaiyayaseperti yang di 

contohkantadidibulatbulatiatauditandai yang bagian yang 

salahataudituliskembali yang seharusnya.[Interviewee 6: e… I prefer ..yesyes… 

like the example, it is circled or marked in what part the error is, and then 

explained or rewritten the correct version]. 

To sum up, some students do not completely understand the teacher’s marks (correction) 

in their writing. They prefer to have face to face correction with the teacher so they can 

understand the mistake they have made in their writing. Meanwhile, others say they are fine with 

some marks in their writing unless the teacher gives the clear information or note in the given 

marks, so they can easily understand what should be corrected. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 



1.  Conclusion 

This study aims to find types of feedback given by teacher in students’ writing using 

Ellis’ model (2009), and to see students’ perspective towards the given feedback. After analyzing 

12 students’ writing from 17 students who enroll paragraph writing, the finding shows that 3 out 

of 6 types feedback from Ellis’ model (2009) are found in students writing. These types are 

indirect feedback, direct feedback, and metalinguistic feedback. Indirect feedback is the mostly 

found feedback in students’ writing. In addition, three themes are classified after interview 

section with six students of twelve sample students. The themes are (1) students’ positive 

responses of having feedback; (2) students’ confusion towards the given feedback; and (3) 

students’ preferred feedback. Giving corrective feedback in students writing is really useful and 

helpful for students to improve their writing. However, for students who are still beginner in 

writing, they need clear information about what to be revised and how to revise it. It is better for 

a teacher to not only gives marks, but also give some notes or clue of what error students should 

correct so that the feedback will be more effective and efficient. 

2. Suggestion 

As for pedagogical implementation, giving corrective feedback in students’ writing is 

really important in order to correct students’ errors so they can improve their writing and not do 

the same mistakes. However, some corrective feedback given by the teacher do not clearly show 

what thing that students should revise. Therefore, it is necessary for teachers to give the feedback 

based on students’ needs.  

Since the present research used paper based writing types to analyze teacher feedback in 

student’s writing, as for the further research, it can be done by analyzingstudents’ writing on 

computer based writing types to see whether there is differences or similarities in teachers’ ways 

to give corrective feedback. In addition, the present research analyzes teacher’s corrective 

feedback in students’ paragraph writing which only consist of small numbers of sentences. The 

next research can conduct in other longer writing such as essays, or article.  
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